Irregular Verbs Group 7

I. Write the simple past tense of the following verbs.

1. Become
2. Build
3. Hide
4. Bend
5. Feed
6. Hold
7. Bite
8. Fight
9. Shake

II. Use the correct verb in the past tense to fill in the blanks.

1. The young man _____________ his head when he walked away.

2. I _______________ over to pick up the $10.00 bill I saw on the street.

3. Ray’s mother _______________ her cats every morning.

4. The children _______________ in the schoolyard over a piece of candy.

5. The architect _______________ their house with a modern design.

6. My grandparents _______________ their money inside a shoebox.

7. My boss _______________ very upset when I told her I needed to leave early.
8. The neighbor’s pit bull ____________ the veterinarian’s hand when she touched him.
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